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Understanding other Cultures via the Internet (UCI) -  http://uci.alcob.com 
 
 
 
Project Coordinators 
 
Chung, Kee Young 
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Group Members 
 
1. Mr Hideyuki Baba, Keio Girls High School, Japan - babatchi@gshs.keio.ac.jp 
2. Ms Zeng Xiao Ou, Beijing Jingshan School, China -  zengxiaoou@126.com 
3. Ms An Ji Hui, Beijing Jingshan School, China - an_jh937@hotmail.com 
4. Mr Putra Kosasih, SBI Madania, Indonesia - prasaputra25@hotmail.com / 

kangputra@yahoo.com.au 
5. Ms Hannele Puolakka, Lappeenranta Lyceum High School, Finland - 

hannele.puolakka@fimnet.fi 
6. Professor Fernando Huertas Sánchez, Liceo Español Cervantes, Spain - 

fernando.huertassanchez@tin.it 
7. Mr Antonio Trinidad Muñoz, IE Juan Ramón Jiménez, Spain - antrinimuz@yahoo.es 
 
 
 
 
Project Description 
 
To provide Asian and European students (12-18 years of age) with opportunities to exchange 
their traditional holiday culture.  They can understand foreign culture and it will narrow the gap 
between European and Asian Culture. 
 
The project coordinators will make an internet space where the participants (teachers and 
students) can make their works and share their responses. Also, the coordinators will provide 
spaces for exchanging teachers’ material and students’ work that explain their traditional holiday 
by multimedia material such as ppt, poster, movie and etc. 
 
The partner country teachers can provide their own material for other country teacher and 
students to use in their class. Also, they can use other member’s material to understand others 
culture. They can upload and download the Powerpoint materials via the internet. 
 
 
 
 



Proposed Timeline 
 
About 8 months, and if successful collaboration is achieved possible future development as a 
home stay exchange 
 I divide it into two rounds  for European school and Asian school schedule. 
 
First round 
 
Phase 1  Getting to Know You  (Nov. 2006) 

 Students will create personal profiles to upload to the internet.  
 communicate and build relationship in the virtual environment 

 
Phase 2 Getting to Do Activity from other country (Dec 2006) 

 Teachers upload their ways of saving energy and protecting environment 
 students do one or more  activities  and upload their works 
 students make a response to others work 

 
Phase 3  Evaluation ( Jan. 2007) 

 Teachers summarize their works (poster or PowerPoint) 
 Students vote peer’s work on internet 

      
Second round 
 
Phase 1  Getting to Know You   (March. 2007) 

 Students will create personal profiles to upload to the internet.  
 -communicate and build relationship in the virtual environment 

 
Phase 2 Getting to Do Activity from other country (April 2007) 

 Teachers upload their ways of saving energy and protecting environment 
 students do one or more activities and upload their works 
 students make a response to others work 

 
Phase 3  Evaluation ( May. 2007) 
   Teachers summarize their works (poster or PowerPoint) 
    Students vote peer’s work on internet 
 
 
 
 
 
Which ICT tools/software will be used / needed? 
 
Homepage for UCI: BBS  (file upload and download ) 
PowerPoint and Word 
Premier for Movie 
 
 
 
 
Do you need additional resources? 
 
NA 
 
 



 
Would you like AEC to set up a mailing list for your group? 
 
Yes 
 
 
 


